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Benefits of 
learning outdoors



Benefits of moving 
learning outdoors
Improved physical and mental health

Improved academic achievement

Increased respect and appreciation for nature

Improved behavior and social interactions

Increased creativity



Physical and mental health benefits



Physical and mental health benefits

Blood Pressure

Stress

Depression

Mood

Focus and attention

Healing

Opportunities for physical 
activity



Outdoor time reduces depression

71

45

Nature

Mall

% of participants that had a decrease in symptoms of 
depression after walking in different locations

BMJ-British Medical Journal. "Getting Close To Nature Is Good For You." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 25 November 2005.



Improved academic achievement



Stanford Analysis of 
more than 100 Studies 
showed increases in:
Knowledge in science, mathematics, reading, 
writing, and more.

Academic skills (21st Century skills), such as 
critical thinking, oral communication, 
analytical skills, problem solving, and higher-
order thinking.

Motivation to learn, including enthusiasm for 
and interest in school.



Experiential activities that infuse content with

meaningful experiences
help students retain knowledge longer.



Increased respect for nature



Stanford Analysis of more 
than 100 Studies showed 
increases in:

Environmentally friendly behavior, such as 
reducing water use, increasing recycling, and 
participating in community cleanups.

Civic interest and engagement, including 
feelings of civic responsibility, feelings of 
empowerment, and ability to take action.



4th graders- Allentown, PA

They used hands-on outdoor learning and 
field investigation over 24 weeks.

Students collected water samples to test the 
water quality.

The adults were surprised when the children 
insisted on holding a community pond clean 
up.



Improved behavior and SEL



Stanford Analysis of 
more than 100 Studies 
showed increases in:
Self-esteem, autonomy, character 
development, maturity, empowerment, 
verbal communication, leadership, poise, 
and the ability to collaborate with others.



Number of teacher redirections per 
student per minute during the same 
lesson indoors and outdoors

Erin Largo-Wight, Caroline Guardino, Peter S. Wludyka, Katrina W. Hall, Jeff T. Wight & Julie W. Merten (2018) Nature contact at 
school: The impact of an outdoor classroom on children’s well-being, International Journal of Environmental Health 
Research, 28:6, 653-666



Increased creativity



Immersion in nature 
increases creativity

Study shows that four days of immersion in 
nature increases performance on a creativity, 
problem-solving task by a full 50% in a group of 
naive hikers. 

There is a cognitive advantage to be realized if 
we spend time immersed in a natural setting.

Atchley RA, Strayer DL, Atchley P. Creativity in the wild: improving creative reasoning 
through immersion in natural settings. PLoS One. 2012;7(12):e51474.



Benefits of moving 
learning outdoors
Improved physical and mental health

Improved academic achievement

Increased respect and appreciation for nature

Improved behavior and social interactions

Increased creativity



2 Your “why?”



Remember your “why”



3
How to bring your 
class outside



How to take your class outside?

Plan Set limits and 
expectations

Prepare Create routines



Plan

Check in with building administration

How far can you go

Permission slips

Extra adult or communication plan

Outdoor gear



Plan lessons

1. Invert your planning!

2. Modify lessons

3. Add in new outdoor activities



Set limits and expectations

Communicate to students before heading outside

Make a safety plan

Model expectations and review them before each adventure

Use the buddy system if kids will be exploring

Outdoor class rules



Prepare

Check out the location: noise, 
distractions, timing, dangers.

Material (include a 1st aid kit)

Weather

Communicate with the office



Create routines

Exit, outdoor and entry routines



45 different routines to teach in 
the first few days of school



Create routines

Exit, outdoor and entry routines

21 exposures to develop a routine



Exit routine
Bathroom

Fill water bottles 

Gather material

Dress for weather



Outdoor routines
Meet up spot

Attention signal (whistle, bell)



Entrance routine
Wet/dirty outerwear 

Hand washing 

Return to class



How to take your class outside?

Plan Set limits and 
expectations

Prepare Create routines



4
Create an outdoor 
classroom



Outdoor classrooms



Choose location

Close to exit

Good drainage

Cover or shade



Elements to 
include
Seating

Shade

Storage



Extras

White board

Raised beds

Rain barrels and compost bins

Weather tools



Resources for benefits of outdoor learning 

The Benefits of Environmental Education for K–12 Students | 
NAAEE

Green schoolyards as havens from stress and resources for 
resilience in childhood and adolescence – ScienceDirect

The Benefits of Children's Engagement with Nature: A Systematic 
Literature Review on JSTOR

https://naaee.org/eepro/research/eeworks/student-outcomes
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1353829214000379?via%3Dihub
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7721/chilyoutenvi.24.2.0010


Resources for moving learning outdoors

Moving the Classroom Outdoors – Taking learning to the next level 
by taking it outside.

Getting Ready to Teach Outdoors — Madison Audubon

10 Best Tips for Teaching Outside the Classroom (meganzeni.com)

http://movingtheclassroomoutdoors.com/
https://madisonaudubon.org/blog/2020/8/5/getting-ready-to-teach-outdoors
https://meganzeni.com/teaching-outside-the-classroom/


Resources for outdoor classrooms

Kalvaitis, D. (2007). A recipe for outdoor classroom 
management. Green Teacher, (81), 36.

OutdoorClassroomUsersGuide.pdf (schoolyards.org)

Janet E. Dyment (2005) Green School Grounds as Sites for Outdoor 
Learning: Barriers and Opportunities, International Research in 
Geographical and Environmental Education, 14:1, 28-45

http://schoolyards.org/pdf/OutdoorClassroomUsersGuide.pdf

